
The effect of shortening onset consonants on speech segmentation by 
Taiwanese Southern Min listeners

Ø Listeners exploit various cues to segment continuous speech into
individual words.

• Longer vowels are generally interpreted as word-final [1–4].
Ø Recent evidence shows that listeners across languages perceive

longer syllable-onset consonants as word-initial [5–7].
• Longer onsets with richer phonetic information are perceptually

more salient and more useful for segmentation [8].
Ø Longer voiceless onsets (e.g., voiceless stops with longer VOTs)

are also more consonant-like [9].
Ø Is the cross-linguistic use of longer onsets driven by greater

phonetic richness or increased consonantality?
Ø Testing shortening voiced onset consonants as a word-initial

position cue:
• Shorter voiced onsets (e.g., nasals) have reduced sonority and

are more consonant-like [9–11].
Ø Artificial language (AL) learning experiment with Taiwanese

Southern Min (TSM) listeners
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This study examined whether and how shortening voiced syllable-onset consonants impacts listeners’ speech segmentation. Cross-linguistically, listeners tend to use longer
onset consonants to locate word beginnings, possibly because of the greater phonetic richness and hence auditory-perceptual salience of these consonants. An alternative
account, however, holds that it is the increased consonantality that guides the use of longer onsets as word beginning cues. Since shortening voiced stops and nasals enhances
their consonantality, we tested the competing explanations in an artificial language learning experiment where shorter voiced onsets provided a potential segmentation cue.
Taiwanese Southern Min listeners segmented the words of an artificial language through listening to continuous repetitions of the words. Shortening the voiced onsets in word-
initial syllables did not significantly improve segmentation. The results thus did not support the consonantality-based explanation but were in line with the phonetic richness
account. Possible mechanisms underlying the findings are discussed.

Design and stimuli

Ø 6 CVCVCV AL words [7]:
• /banume/, /bimɔna/, /ɡeniɡɔ/, /mimabu/, /nebɔɡi/, and /nɔɡamu/
• All Cs were voiced; all Cs and Vs occurred in TSM.
• CV syllables were recorded by a male TSM speaker and

normalized for F0, duration, and amplitude.
Ø The AL words were randomly concatenated to form long speech

streams, presented in 3 conditions:

Ø The onsets were shortened by a factor of 1.5 [6, 7].
Ø Test: heard an AL word and a “partword.” Selected the AL word.

• Higher response accuracy indicated better segmentation

Hypotheses and predictions
Ø Increased consonantality: IS (and only IS) would show

significantly higher accuracy than NS.
Ø Phonetic richness: Neither IS or FS would show significantly

higher accuracy than NS.

Participants
Ø 90 native speakers of TSM (N = 30 for each condition)

2. Experiment
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Ø Compared response accuracy across conditions using Bayesian
hierarchical logistic regression from the brms [12] R package.

3. Results
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Ø Neither IS (95% HDI: [–0.517, 0.350]) nor FS (95% HDI: [–0.226,
0.780]) differed significantly from NS.

Ø Accuracy of FS had a higher posterior probability of being above
chance (96%) than that of NS (90%) and IS (77%).

Ø No evidence that increased consonantality is perceived as word-
initial, at least for TSM listeners

Ø The lack of shortening effects aligned with the phonetic richness
hypothesis and previous work on onset lengthening [5–7].

Ø Longer, perceptually more salient onsets are interpreted as
articulatory effort to signal important information (cf. the Effort
Code Hypothesis: [13]).

Ø Lengthening word-initial onsets creates a delay in the timing of
syllable p-centers that is interpreted as a prosodic boundary [5].

• Shortening these onsets reduces the boundary percept.
Ø Highest accuracy in FS: shortening word-final onsets might cause

the following vowels to be perceived as longer and word-final.
Ø Could onset shortening be interpreted as word-initial when

accompanied by other coarticulatory cues?
• Domain-initial nasal onsets are produced with a shorter

duration and reduced coarticulatory vowel nasalization [10].

4. Discussion
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